The correlation and two ways to explain it
A commonly made cross-linguistic generalization is that languages with extensive case-marking tend also to have greater freedom of word order than languages without. Explicit statements to this effect can be found in Sapir (1921, pp. 66, 177ff.) , Jakobson (1936, p. 28 ) and more recently in Blake (2001, p. 15) , but the idea goes back to the beginning of comparative studies of language. Thus on the one hand, languages like Sanskrit, Finnish and Latin, which have extensive case distinctions, allow the order of nominal arguments in a sentence to be permuted without changing the basic meaning of the sentence (see 1).
1 On the other hand, swapping the order of arguments in languages like English and French, whose case-marking is limited to relics in the pronominal system, is not possible without swapping their grammatical roles (see 2). That a correlation of this sort exists is not really a matter of debate. What is controversial is what form it takes and exactly how we are to explain it. In order to make the following discussion maximally clear, I will start by laying out some basic assumptions. First of all, I assume that there is a core of formal linguistic knowledge or grammar which is distinct from the knowledge relating to language use. I further assume that a complete linguistic theory should incorporate tools to deal with both sides of this distinction and provide a principled way to determine which tools should be used to explain any given linguistic phenomenon. Thus, in place of the loaded Chomskyan terms competence and performance, I will use (narrow) synchronic grammar on the one hand and the more differentiated (principles of ) (language) use, acquisition and change on the other.
2 Obviously, a full theory of this type is still a good ways off, but the following should serve as reasonable guidelines for what sorts of phenomena belong where:
(3) Principles of the narrow synchronic grammar should deal with derivation and representation and be stated in formal/structural terms. * I would like to thank Tony Kroch, Dave Embick, Beatrice Santorini and the audience at BLS 29 for their comments and criticisms, and the following native-speaker informants for their judgments and discussion: Beatrice Santorini and Augustin Speyer for German, Hans Van de Velde and Hedde Zeijlstra for Dutch, Sophia Malamud and Anna Nagayeva for Russian, and Kimiko Nakanishi for Japanese.
1 Of course the two orders do not have the same pragmatic status, and may also differ in semantic notions like definiteness. I will not be concerned here with the actual mechanics of word-order variation, i.e. whether it involves the derivation of marked orders by movement rules from some single underlying order or the generation of multiple underlying orders. I will occasionally use terminology that assumes a movement-based approach. However, this is not intended to imply any substantive claim, but is done solely in the interest of concreteness and clarity. Thus neutral terminology will be used whenever possible.
2 My argument in this paper that the explanation for the correlation at hand falls outside of the narrow synchronic grammar should therefore not be interpreted in the sense of "I don't know what to do with this, so I'm going to claim that it's a performance fact and I don't have to explain it." Rather, the idea is that a genuinely better explanation is available in terms of language use, acquisition and change. Now, it's clear that the pressures placed on the speaker-hearer as described above play at least some role in the restrictions on word-order freedom. Thus the burden of proof is arguably on those like Roberts, Kiparsky and Neeleman and Weerman who propose an additional synchronic-grammatical component to the correlation. They must show that such a hybrid explanation can account for facts that a simple use-based explanation misses, and I will argue in this paper that this burden cannot be overcome. Section 2 investigates the general nature of the CWC and shows that it raises a series of considerable theoretical problems for the synchronic-grammatical approach. Section 3 examines some specific empirical examples that have been taken to support the synchronic-grammatical approach and shows that at best they are ambiguous, and at worst they argue directly against it. Now, given the breadth of this topic, the discussion and results I present here will necessarily be preliminary and incomplete. On the theoretical side, I will devote little space to criticism of any particular theory, concentrating instead on general issues that any theory must deal with. On the empirical side I can cover only a fraction of the relevant phenomena, but I will attempt to present examples which are representative of common patterns.
Theoretical Issues
In this section I will I will discuss three characteristics of the CWC and investigate how each could be dealt with in a theory that seeks to explain the correlation within the narrow synchronic grammar. In the process a series of theoretical problems will be encountered which, I will argue, cannot be overcome.
The CWC crosses the syntax-morphology interface
A relationship between case and word order is a relationship between morphology and syntax and must be considered in terms of how these two components of the grammar interact. If we assume that m-case affects word order within the synchronic grammar, then we must assume that the syntax depends on the morphology.
6 Of course this is not an uncommon assumption, implicit e.g. in Lexicalist Hypothesis, according to which the syntax deals with fully formed and inflected words. That is, the morphological properties of a word, including its case-marking, have already been determined at the point when it enters into the syntactic structure, and thus syntactic processes like those which determine word order can, in principle, be sensitive to morphological factors. However, recent work has yielded strong evidence for just the opposite view of the relationship between syntax and morphology, the most familiar formulation of which comes from the theory of Distributed Morphology. There it is hypothesized that the syntax works with underspecified feature bundles. Only after Spell-out is morpho-phonological material inserted into these feature bundles, largely on the basis of the structure in which they appear. This is known as Late Insertion.
7 But if this is on the right track, then it is impossible for the presence or absence of actual case-marking to affect word order, because the case-markers themselves are not inserted into the structure until after Spell-out, that is, after word order has already been determined.
8
The obvious response to this objection is that what is really relevant to word order is abstract Case, which is a syntactic feature and thus can have consequences within the narrow syntax before the insertion of morpho-phonological material. Morphological case would thus just be the spelling out of features that are already there.
9 However, this too runs into a series of problems. The first problem for a syntactic Case-based account is that the simplest hypothesis, that languages with morphological case have syntactic Case, while those without morphological case do not, is clearly untenable. Syntactic Case plays a role in DP positioning and licensing that is independent of word-order freedom and important in every language. Thus one would have to assume that abstract Case is universal, but fundamentally different in languages with morphological case than in those without, i.e. English would have K, but Latin would have K', and only K' would allow word-order variation. But of course this would imply a considerable complication of Case theory, which would now have to justify distinguishing K from K' while still calling both Case.
The second problem for a syntactic Case-based account is that there is mounting evidence against a direct connection between morphological case and the positional DP licensing known as syntactic Case.
10
The argument basically boils down to three points which I will lay out here in extremely abbreviated form. For the full details I must refer the reader to the cited works. a) The relationship between structural cases and structural positions is not one-to-one, but many-to-many. In most languages, the primary structural cases are assigned not to specific syntactic positions, but according to a sequence. Thus in a nominative-accusative language, the highest argument which does not receive a lexical case gets nominative, the next highest accusative.
11 This accounts for why underlying objects are marked nominative in passives, unaccusatives and oblique subject constructions, whether they raise to subject position or not. b) It is possible for a position to be assigned morphological case without being assigned syntactic Case, i.e. without an overt DP being licensed. In 5 the agreement on einum shows that the subject position of the infinitive is assigned dative (batna takes a dative subject) in spite of being empty: c) It is possible for an overt DP to be licensed in a position without morphological case being properly assigned to it. This happens in instances where a default morphological case shows up, like the default nominative on the left-dislocated DP in the German sentence in 6: The third problem with a syntactic Case-based account is that, no matter what we might do to fix the problems just discussed, it would not actually constitute a synchronic-grammatical explanation of the CWC.
14 Recall that it claims that word-order freedom depends directly on a feature we are calling K'. 15 But of course K' is syntactic, so it cannot in turn depend synchronically on m-case (again because in the view adopted here the syntax precedes the insertion of morpho-phonological material and thus cannot depend on the presence or identity of any given piece of inflection). What we would have to say is that m-case is a cue for the acquisition of K', i.e. when the learner is presented with a language with rich case-marking, she can conclude that the language must have K', and thus the relevant word-order freedoms. This itself is not problematic, in fact it is quite plausible, but it explains the CWC through principles of acquisition, not the synchronic grammar. This is clear if we consider a hypothetical scenario. A language has overt case-marking and considerable word-order freedom, but it is losing the former due to phonological reduction of unstressed final syllables. The speakers in some generation A successfully acquire both the case-marking and the word-order freedoms, but the case-marking they produce is so weak and phonologically reduced that the speakers in generation B fail to acquire it. However, generation B speakers are still presented with considerable word-order freedom in their parents' speech which can only be possible in a grammar with K'. Since K' is not connected to case-marking in any synchronic way, they can thus acquire a grammar that has K' (and word-order freedom), but no case-marking. In a theory where the CWC really is encoded directly in the synchronic grammar, such a thing would be impossible.
To sum up then, if morphological case-assignment occurs after the application of the processes that determine word-order and cannot be directly related to any syntactic feature that is active in those processes then it is in principle impossible to make word-order freedom depend synchronically on the richness of casemarking. Attempts to do so are forced by theoretical considerations to make concessions which in the end amount to adopting a theory where the real force of the correlation is in the language acquisition process, not in the synchronic grammar. Of course, an account of the CWC which is explicitly based on use and acquisition from the start does not run into any of these problems, because it does not rely on a synchronic causal connection from morphological case to syntax.
The CWC involves optionality
The optionality that word-order freedom represents is notoriously problematic for certain approaches to the CWC like that of Roberts (1997) . His theory essentially boils down to the simple (and therefore very attractive) idea that case-marking drives movement. That is, DPs move to Agr positions in order to unify in some sense with the case-marking which resides there, much as it has frequently been argued that verbs raise to various positions in an articulated Infl structure to combine with the tense, mood and agreement 12 The example is from Sigurdsson (1991) , the standard discussion of the phenomenon in Icelandic. See vanden Wyngaerd (1994) for similar data from Latin and Ancient Greek.
13 See Schütze (1997 Schütze ( , 2001 ) for data and argumentation relating to this phenomenon in a number of languages. The issue is that if case can be assigned by a default rule, then it can't be what licenses DPs, because if it were, then in any instance where normal case-assignment failed, the default rule would be able to apply, and no DP would ever go unlicensed, rendering the Case filter vacuous. For example we would predict that overt subjects should be able to appear without unconstrainedly in non-finite clauses, because they would get default nominative case.
14 Bobaljik (2002b) makes the same argument for analogous theories of verb raising.
15 Given the problems discussed in the two previous paragraphs, one could assume that this K' is not a type of abstract Case, but rather an independent syntactic feature which is related to m-case and is active in the determination of word-order. This would not, however, circumvent the problem being discussed here or help with the issues in 2.2 and 2.3.
affixes that reside there. However, taken literally, this just predicts that languages with case-marking will have a different rigid word order than those without (e.g. DO-IO instead of IO-DO or OV instead of VO).
Of course, what we want to explain is that such languages allow multiple orders (e.g. DO-IO and IO-DO, OV and VO).
16 Kiparsky (1997) and Neeleman and Weerman (1999) , on the other hand, design their theories specifically to derive the optionality effect. For them, m-case does not cause DPs to move. Instead, it satisfies obligations which would otherwise have to be met by rigid ordering. But the theoretical steps they take to derive the optionality are themselves problematic. Neeleman and Weerman e.g. use the ECP to keep caseless DPs local to their licensing heads. In order to make this work, they formulate the ECP as a PF filter which rules out offending structures rather than as a principle which steers individual steps of the derivation. However, both filters and the Government relation that the ECP depends on have been abandoned in recent work because of the complexity they introduce into the grammar. PF filters in particular are dubious because they are inconsistent with the clear instances of default behavior displayed by the morphology. If the ECP were part of an OT-style system of violable constraints, rather than a non-violable filter, these difficulties could probably be avoided, but this is not the intention of the authors and would make very different predictions than the theory they actually develop.
17
Of course, optionality and how speakers deal with it is the proper domain of a theory of language use, so it should not be problematic for a use-based explanation of the CWC.
The CWC depends on 'richness' and 'freedom'
Another familiar and problematic question for accounts of the CWC (and indeed in a more general sense for any theory that makes some factor depend on the richness of some type of morphology) is precisely how 'rich' case-marking must be to allow word-order freedom, and how the grammar is to measure this 'richness'. How we answer this depends on where we encode the CWC. A synchronic-grammatical explanation must define 'rich' in purely formal terms that apply universally. It cannot use vague or speaker/hearer-based notions like 'sufficiently distinct', 'unambiguous' or 'salient', because such notions are not defined within the narrow synchronic grammar. But a definition that can satisfy these restrictions and account for the cross-linguistic variation on this point turns out to be impossible to formulate.
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First of all, richness cannot be reduced to the simple presence or absence of a marker on a given form. It is typical in case-marking languages that one case in a given paradigm will have a zero marker, usually the nominative or absolutive. Even Latin and Greek, which have a nominative singular ending -s in certain noun declensions, have a null ending in its place in others. This includes most notably theā-stems (Latin puella 'girl', Greek agorā 'marketplace') and the n-stems (Latin natiō 'nation', Greek poimēn 'shepherd'). Yet such forms have the same word-order freedom as ones with clear overt markers. Of course, what is actually relevant is distinctiveness between case forms, but even this cannot be determined by simply comparing the forms of a given noun. Latin genū 'knee' is the same in the nominative, dative, accusative and ablative, yet is no more restricted in its positional behavior than prīnceps 'chief', which has four distinct forms.
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So 'richness' of morphology, as it is relevant to word-order freedom, depends not on particular forms, but on distinctions between them, and it is determined language by language, not word by word. But this is problematic if we want the synchronic grammar to do it, because it implies that the determination cannot be based strictly on the morphological information present in a given utterance. Rather, it must depend on paradigms having some reality in the synchronic grammar, which is commonly regarded as doubtful (see Bobajlik, 2001; Spencer, 1991) Assuming for the sake of argument that this can be dealt with, we still need a universally valid formulation for our richness metric. We could propose something like the following: 16 Roberts himself notes this difficulty but offers little in the way of a solution. 17 Similar remarks apply to the theory of Kiparsky (1997) , although there matters are less clear because the framework he adopts is novel and less explicit on certain relevant details. That is, he appeals to constraints on feature-unification etc., but does not make it clear how the interaction of the constraints is to be handled. 18 The following discussion owes much to the discussion in Bobaljik (2002b) of theories of the correlation between rich agreement morphology and verb raising. The parallels between that correlation and the CWC are quite instructive, and it's probably not an accident that both Bobaljik (2002b) and Alexiadou and Fanselow (2000) come to the conclusion that the former must be explained in large part through principles of acquisition and change.
19 Functionally speaking, reorderings with words like genū should be more difficult to parse (and thus more rare), but not impossible. An analogous example from Russian will be discussed in Section 3.2 below.
(7) If a language distinguishes subject from object case in at least one number of at least one productive noun inflection class, 20 then it has K'. This is intentionally analogous to a proposal made by Rohrbacher (1994) Bobaljik (2002b) has shown that no such definition could handle the variation attested within the Germanic languages, let alone universally. The task is no easier with the CWC. In Section 3 we will see data that would be counterexamples to any definition of the CWC as a strong implication, in particular that heavily case-marking Icelandic lacks scrambling, while Dutch has it, in spite of having no more case-marking than English. Even if we somehow managed to construct a satisfactory definition, we would again have moved the CWC into the acquisition component, as was argued in Section 2.1. Consider what is at issue here. An essentially deductive step must be made from intra-paradigmatic morphological distinctions to the positing of a language-wide syntactic feature K'. Again, the synchronic grammar cannot make this leap because it would involve involve a syntactic feature depending on morphological information, going contrary to the ordering of levels established within Distributed Morphology. And of course, the synchronic grammar does not actually reason. The step being posited here is rather precisely the sort of thing we would expect the language acquisition device to do, which must construct a grammar on the basis of a set of input data and the constraints of Universal Grammar. Indeed, this would essentially amount to the setting of a parameter.
An explicitly use and acquisition-based explanation of the CWC is again able to avoid these problems. It does not require a formal definition for 'rich' morphology. Rather, it depends on the ease with which speakers and hearers can use and understand a given utterance, thus it can use notions like 'sufficiently distinct' and 'unambiguous', which makes our task much easier. Note at this point that if the ease of speaker/hearers is what is at stake, case-marking should have no special status, and other factors, like agreement morphology and intonation, should interact with word-order freedom in the same way.
22 Consider in this light the German example in 9, where case-marking is ambiguous, but the hearer can in fact unambiguously determine that the ordering is OSV (and not SOV), based solely on intonation and agreement: The case-marking is ambiguous, because neither DP distinguishes nominative from accusative. However, the exceptional stress on LÖWEN is a flag for non-canonical word order, and the agreement indicates a singular subject.
24 So a hearer presented with such a sentence will properly interpret it as OSV in spite of the lack of case distinctions.
25 If intonation can be used to diagnose reordering in this way, then it should be relevant for the learning, use and, by extension, viability of word-order variation.
26 Furthermore, it's not a priori clear that this relevance is of a different quality than that of case-marking.
27 Thus it is hard to see why the interaction of case with word-order freedom should be encoded in the synchronic grammar, while that with intonation is not.
20 Of course this would also depend on a formal definition of productivity, another non-trivial matter. 21 By distinctively marked, Rohrbacher means distinct from each other and from other forms, e.g. the infinitive. 22 To be fair, most researchers note that rich verbal agreement of the right kind is sufficient to license word-order freedom and suggest that it is equivalent, in some sense, to rich case-marking. Kiparsky (1997) for example assumes that his morphosyntactic case features can be assigned to a DP either by its own case-marking or by the agreement morphology associated with it. The mechanics of allowing either case or agreement satisfy the same formal requirement are, however, not made explicit by Kiparsky and even less so by others. Indeed, another series of technical difficulties awaits whoever would attempt such a thing, but there is not sufficient space to go into them here.
23 N/A indicates that a form is ambiguous between nominative and accusative. Printing in CAPS indicates heavy stress. 24 There are (at least) two intonational and pragmatic possibilities here. Either the verb also gets stress, in which case the entire clause is in focus, or everything but Löwen is de-stressed, and Löwen then has contrastive focus. It should be noted that the intonation alone would be sufficient to make the interpretation of this sentence clear even if the agreement were ambiguous, i.e. if the subject were plural die Mädchen or the like.
25 That is, it will not be mistakenly understood as '...that the lions have already seen the girl.' 26 See Hale (1992) for discussion of intonation as a clear diagnostic of reordering in Papago (now usually known as O'odham), a language with extremely free word order, rich verbal agreement, and no nominal case-marking.
27 It may well be of a different quantity. That is, case-marking may be a stronger prop for word-order variation than intonation.
Example 9 brings us to another issue, because that ordering is possible in English, too, as indicated by the gloss (The LIONS the girl has already SEEN). Why isn't this considered a counterexample to the CWC? Because topicalization is not one of the 'relevant' types of reordering that the CWC is supposed to cover. I.e. unlike, say, scrambling it is cross-linguistically quite independent of case-marking. Of course, such an answer is circular (the CWC does not have to cover topicalization because topicalization does not obey the CWC) unless we can demonstrate a principled distinction between the two types of reordering and show why casemarking is only relevant to the one. Plausible proposals have been made for the topicalization/scrambling distinction, 28 but a synchronic-grammatical account of the CWC must be able to do this for every type of reordering process. The point is, we are not dealing simply with a monolithic 'free' versus 'rigid' distinction in word orders cross-linguistically, but with a continuum, and languages vary widely in exactly which types of word-order freedom they have, from fairly rigid English, through German with its more liberal topicalization and the option of scrambling, which however operate on a fairly rigid and easily recognizable base-order which heavily regulates the position of verbal elements, to so-called non-configurational languages which allow all (or nearly all) sentential elements to be displaced and even allow so-called discontinuous constituents. Finding a way to correlate this variation with case-marking facts would be a truly mammoth undertaking with rather dismal prospects of success. Much like optionality, formal theories of synchronic grammar are ill-equipped to deal with continua. These are much better explained in terms of use, acquisition and change.
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What is interesting is that topicalization is markedly less common in English (or Dutch, which has a more German-like V2 grammar) than in German. Case-marking thus seems to have an effect on the frequency of a source of word-order variation that it is not actually assumed to license. This implies, as was pointed out in the introduction, that a synchronic-grammatical account of the CWC must have a synchronic licensing story for things like scrambling, and a use-and-acquisition story for things like topicalization. Of course, a use-and acquisition-based theory on its own is simpler and thus to be preferred in the absence of evidence that it cannot account for facts which the more complicated hybrid theory can.
Empirical issues
There are thus serious theoretical issues for any theory that would explain the CWC within the narrow synchronic grammar, whereas a simple use and acquisition-based explanation, where case-marking makes word-order variation either to understand and therefore easier to learn, runs into no such difficulties. Still, in the end the success of any theory must hinge on its ability to account for the empirical facts of language. Thus in this section I will consider the data relevant to the CWC, including the empirical arguments that have been made in support of a synchronic-grammatical explanation. We will see that the arguments do not hold up under close scrutiny, and if anything the facts argue against a synchronic-grammatical explanation.
How strong is the correlation?
To begin with we must ask what sort of correlation we are dealing with. As was noted at the outset, it is clear that certain word-order freedoms do pattern with the presence of overt case-marking, but is the correlation properly speaking a bi-conditional, a one-way implication, or just a tendency? Well, it is clear that it cannot be a bi-conditional. There is no shortage of languages like Icelandic and Grisons Swiss German (Kiparsky, 1997) , which distinguish the same four cases as standard German, yet lack scrambling which, as we have said, is the prototypical example of the relevant type of word-order freedom. Kiparsky (1997) thus argues that it is a one-way implication:
(10) "The most important point about this relationship is that it is not a vague correlation or tendency, as often assumed, but an exceptionless implication, which however holds in one direction only: lack of inflectional morphology implies fixed order of direct nominal arguments" (p. 461, emphasis in original). This is crucial, because only an actual implication can be properly encoded by a principle of the synchronic grammar. 30 Indeed, an exceptionless cross-linguistic implication could even be taken as an argument in favor of a synchronic-grammatical account.
28 See Kiparsky (1997) and Fanselow (2001) for suggestions based on the idea that topicalization is operator movement. 29 Note that an account based on hearer disambiguation can help to explain the greater availability of topicalization than scrambling. Since topicalization involves movement across all intervening elements to the edge of the clause, it is more easily detected in the absence of case-marking by the hearer than the shorter scrambling of, say, one object across another.
30 That is, formal principles should not allow for exceptions. Kiparsky (1997) implies as much when he says "The unclarity of traditional formulations on this point is probably to blame for the disrepute and neglect into which even the valid half of the But even the one-way implication cannot be maintained. Dutch has no more case-marking than English, yet, as I will demonstrate in the next subsection, it allows scrambling of one object across another. Thus the CWC is not an implication at all, but a (strong) tendency. The synchronic-grammatical accounts cannot handle this.
31 On the other hand, a tendential relationship is precisely what a use-and acquisition-based account predicts, because it allow factors beyond case-marking to play a role.
Dutch scrambling, Russian OVS, and pragmatic markedness
It is frequently reported that Dutch objects can scramble across negation and adverbs but not across other DPs.
32 Kiparsky (1997) However, things are not that simple. Zwart (1997) gives the data in 13 and the explanation in 14: (13) 
34
In short, Dutch does allow scrambling of one object across another. Granted, a special intonation and, presumably, an appropriate discourse context are required to license such scrambled orders, but this applies implication has fallen in modern theorizing about syntax" (p. 461). In other words, in his view the correlation has not been regarded as something to be explained by the theory of grammar precisely because it has been considered to be a tendency rather than an implication. 31 Dutch does have a bit more verbal agreement than English, so one could conceivably attempt to rescue a synchronicgrammatical CWC by defining it such that the verbal morphology of Dutch satisfies it and thus licenses the scrambling. However, this does not seem very promising, and to my knowledge no one has attempted it. In fact, authors such as Kiparsky use Dutch as an example that proves their point, because they take it to lack the relevant kind of scrambling. This will be discussed in some detail below.
32 Essentially everyone who argues for a synchronic-grammatical account of the CWC reports this, including Kiparsky (1997) and Neeleman and Weerman (1999) . It would indeed be an ideal example to demonstrate a strong version of the CWC, since German and Dutch are about as close to a minimal pair as we are likely to find. The syntax of the two languages is strikingly similar, both being OV and having a V2 grammar of the type that is sometimes labeled CP-V2 or analyzed as lacking CPrecursion (see e.g. Kroch, Taylor, and Ringe, 1995 , for a discussion of the difference between CP-and IP-V2 languages and related issues). Yet German has overt case distinctions on noun phrases while Dutch does not.
33 He actually marks 11b with a star, but it is clear from his discussion of the example (and from the facts of German!) that this is a typo.
34 Two native speakers of Dutch have confirmed the judgments given by Zwart. One frequently sees the claim (Neeleman, 1994 ) that Dutch only allows this ordering in instances of 'focus scrambling.' In such theories, short scrambling is by A-movement or base-generation, and cannot cross arguments in the absence of m-case, while focus scrambling is A' (operator) movement which adjoins a focused element to a higher projection and thus is insensitive to m-case. First of all, it is not clear that this can explain 13c, because here terug is in focus, not the object, and indeed Zwart's claim that "[a]lmost any marked stress pattern makes [13b] acceptable" does not support the restriction Neeleman claims. Zwart (1997, Section III.2 .2) demonstrates in great detail that the relationship between focus and movement in Dutch is by no means as clear as Neeleman would have it be. Furthermore, Neeleman's treatment of focus scrambling as A' movement incorrectly predicts, within his theory, that English should allow it! to German scrambling as well (See e.g. Haider, 1993; Lenerz, 1977 , for discussion of the interaction of intonation and discourse status with German word order). There is independent evidence that, in those instances where German allows DO-IO order without special intonation, a different underlying syntactic structure is involved, which is analogous to the Dutch construction where the IO is marked with aan, or in English with to. For example, this pattern is restricted to certain semantically definable verb classes. Kiparsky (1997) actually comes to this same conclusion and analyzes such examples differently from actual scrambling, and this view is now fairly standard in analyses of the German double object (see e.g. Abraham, 1995; Haider, 1993; McFadden, 2003; Wegener, 1991) .
35 In other words, the 'scrambling' without discourse and intonational motivation that is supposed to occur in German but not in Dutch is not scrambling at all, but alternation in base structures. The difference between German and Dutch in such structures is that German morphology spells out the post-accusative argument in the dative case while Dutch spells it out with an overt preposition. The only real scrambling is the process that does have intonational consequences and is found in both languages.
Of course, there is one important difference between the two language with respect to this type of scrambling. Namely, it is much more common in German than in Dutch. This is for the very simple usebased reason that scrambling runs a greater risk of being misunderstood in the absence of case-marking. The lower frequency in Dutch implies higher pragmatic markedness, which we can plausibly interpret as there being a smaller number of contexts in which the scrambled order is felicitous. We can thus argue that Dutch speakers have difficulty when presented with this order in grammaticality tests because the correct context is difficult to supply out of the blue, and the marked intonation, unlike case-marking, is not indicated in writing. Of course, this only works if we adopt an acquisition-based account of the CWC. Synchronicgrammatical accounts are again at a loss (at least the ones that we have been considering), because they are not equipped to deal with tendencies and frequencies.
Similar remarks are in order for claims that have been made about certain patterns in languages that have rich case-marking. In particular, it has been reported that marked word orders are impossible when the case-marking on the specific nouns involved is ambiguous. For example, Jakobson (1936) claims that OVS order is possible in highly case-marking Russian only in sentences where the case-marking is unambiguous.
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Thus he gives 15 as OK, because syna is marked accusative, but says that 16 is impossible because neither mat' nor doč' shows a nominative/accusative distinction: However, this is actually incorrect for Russian, as are similar claims that have been made for German and other languages of the relevant type. What is true is that this order is marked and requires contextual motivation and/or a marked intonational pattern. Russian speakers thus presumably have the same difficulty with 16 encountered out of the blue that Dutch speakers have with 13b. This situation is actually the basis for a joke, which capitalizes on the fact that Georgian names are indeclinable. The punch-line (with ambiguous case-marking and OVS) is: The situation is basically this. One class of double object verbs, including things like kaufen 'buy' and verzeihen 'forgive (s.o. s.t.)' have a structure in which, in the unmarked situation, the dative object precedes the accusative. Another class, including things like aussetzen 'expose (s.o. to s.t.)' and nachschicken 'send s.o./s.t. after s.o./s.t.' preferably has the accusative object before the dative. (See the cited works for a series of syntactic and semantic tests which distinguish the two classes.) A third class of verbs, including geben 'give' can appear in either frame, with a slight semantic distinction. By hypothesis, this is precisely analogous to the situation with English ditransitive verbs, where some some, like forgive can only appear in the double object construction, other, like donate, can only appear in the to-dative construction, and still others, like give, can appear in either, with a slight distinction in semantics. 36 The translation into English of the original German glosses is mine. 
Misanalyses
To conclude this survey of empirical data relating to the CWC, I would like to discuss an interesting class of examples which initially seem to support a synchronic-grammatical account of it, but in the end turn out to have alternative analyses which support nothing of the sort.
Ditransitives from Old to Middle English
Consider first a familiar example from the history of English. OE lacked the to-dative construction (e.g. John gave the books to Mary), but allowed either order with the double object. That is to say, it allowed both IO-DO and DO-IO orders without any prepositional marking. In early ME, as case distinctions were being lost, the to-dative arose, and DO-IO order without a preposition disappeared. Thus it would seem that, when case-marking was lost, so was a certain type of word-order freedom, and the construction with to was created to fill the gap. However, I have argued in a previous paper (McFadden, 2002b) , on the basis of evidence from a corpus study, that there were two distinct double object constructions in late OE and early ME:
38 Sentences with IO-DO order had a structure like the modern double object construction, e.g. John gave Mary the books, while at least some sentences with DO-IO order had a structure like the modern to-dative construction, with dative case-marking in place of the preposition to.
39 In other words, DO-IO order was never lost, it simply became the to-dative construction via a morphological -not a syntacticchange.
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Note that the two accounts of the CWC make different predictions about a change like this. If DO-IO order without to depends on case-marking within the synchronic grammar, it should disappear as soon as case-marking is lost, but if the connection is based on use and acquisition, then languages that retain reordering after morphological case is lost should be rare and even unstable, but not necessarily impossible. As it turns out, sentences indicative of such a stage can be found in the corpus: It is tempting to think that it is the special case-marking that frees these nominals from the normal constraints on DP licensing and ordering. But Emonds (1985 Emonds ( , 1987 and Nikanne (1993) have argued that these are underlyingly PPs realized morphologically as case-marked NPs. This accounts for how they are assigned θ-roles (they are not verbal arguments, thus cannot get a θ-role from the verb), why they have the same semantic range as overt PPs, a number of restrictions on their behavior with respect to binding and secondary predication and, what is most relevant here, the word-order freedom just noted. As 20 shows, the ability to extrapose is a general property of German PPs: The word order freedom is thus caused by the fact that these constituents are PPs. The case-marking is a symptom of the PP structure, not the cause of the freedom. Note in support of this interpretation that, as Emonds (1985) points out, English has adverbial DPs of this type without an overt P as well, e.g. in We left for our trip last Sunday. They too have the word-order freedom of PPs, yet here there is no overt case which we could claim licenses such freedom. They are far more restricted in English than, say Finnish, because, as Emonds argues, the semantics of the DP must be of a certain type in order to license the null P head (in the sense of making clear its content). In Finnish this is unnecessary, because the case-marking sufficiently identifies the head. But the fact that such things are possible at all in the absence of case-marking shows that the morphology is necessary to aid hearer interpretation, not for synchronic-grammatical licensing.
Case drop
The clearest possible evidence for a synchronic CWC would be where a given word order is only possible in some language in the presence of a case-marker. Examples of this kind have been reported by Lamontagne and Travis (1987) for Japanese and Turkish. might be tempted to assume that languages that have no overt case-marking lack the K head entirely, and thus never run into trouble with the ECP. However, this would have the odd result here that the word-order of languages with case-marking would actually be more restricted than that of those without! Of course, if case-drop depends on word-order, then topicalization in caseless languages presents no problem.
Conclusion
So we have seen theoretical and empirical arguments that the CWC is a tendency that results from principles of language use, acquisition and change, not a principle of the narrow synchronic grammar. We can imagine that the correct explanation will be roughly as follows. As a language like Old English, with a high degree of word-order freedom, lost its case-marking, the more marked word orders would have become increasingly difficult to interpret correctly. As a result, it would have become increasingly difficult for children to acquire the processes that derived such marked word orders. This would presumably have been helped along by increasing avoidance of the use of marked orders, even by those who had acquired them, in the interest of being understood. The marked orders would have, in fact, become increasingly marked, requiring stronger and stronger pragmatic and intonational motivation to ensure their unambiguous interpretation. Eventually, this would have progressed to the point that the evidence for the marked orders in the primary linguistic data would have been insufficient to allow children to acquire the word-order freedom, yielding essentially the Modern English situation. Of course, as noted all along, other factors like agreement and intonation can play a significant role in the interpretation of word-order variation, allowing, under certain circumstances, the preservation (and presumably even creation) of the relevant types of word-order freedom even in the absence of morphological case-marking, as we have observed in Dutch.
Clearly, there is a mass of relevant empirical data still to be examined, but the idea, which of course must be tested, is that any phenomenon which has been taken to indicate a synchronic-grammatical CWC will yield to one of the types of alternative analysis laid out above. Finally, I should note that the argument made here against a formal synchronic-grammatical account of the CWC does not constitute an argument against the existence of a formal grammar. It is rather an argument that this particular phenomenon is better handled by our theories of use and acquisition. Other phenomena, like the actual assignment of casemorphology, are properly handled within the narrow grammar. The larger point is that both our theory of grammar and our theories of use and acquisition will be better if we are explicit and careful about what should be explained by which.
